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Abstract

Consider the problem of determining whether or not a partial dissimilarity matrix can be com�
pleted to a Euclidean distance matrix� The dimension of the distance matrix may be restricted
and the known dissimilarities may be permitted to vary subject to bound constraints� This
problem can be formulated as an optimization problem for which the global minimum is zero if
and only if completion is possible� The optimization problem is derived in a very natural way
from an embedding theorem in classical distance geometry and from the classical approach to
multidimensional scaling� It belongs to a general family of problems studied by Trosset ���� and
can be formulated as a nonlinear programming problem with simple bound constraints� Thus�
this approach provides a constructive technique for obtaining approximate solutions to a general
class of distance matrix completion problems�
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� Introduction

In a classic paper on matrix completion� Grone� Johnson� S�a� and Wolkowicz ��� introduced graph�
theoretic methods to address the question of which partial Hermitian matrices can be completed
to positive de�nite matrices� A survey of these methods was provided by Johnson ���� Recently�
analogous methods have been used by Johnson and collaborators �	� �� �� to address the question
of which partial matrices can be completed to distance matrices� i�e� to matrices whose entries are
the interpoint distances of a con�guration of points in Euclidean space� The results obtained to
date are elegant� but many questions remain unanswered� In particular� it is not known how to
proceed if one wishes to restrict the dimension of the Euclidean space in which the con�guration
of points may be constructed�

The present paper proposes a computational approach to the problem of distance matrix com�
pletion� Rather than striving for a formal characterization of which matrices can be completed� we
use results from distance geometry and multidimensional scaling to pose an optimization problem
with the property that the partial matrix can be completed to a distance matrix of speci�ed dimen�
sion if and only if the optimization problem has a global minimum of zero� From this perspective�
our ability to determine whether or not a given matrix can be satisfactorily completed is limited
only by our ability to �nd global solutions of our optimization problem �and by the numerical preci�
sion of our computations�� In general� of course� global optimization may be prohibitively di�cult�
Our problem� however� is convex when the dimension of the space in which the con�guration is
to be constructed is unrestricted� Furthermore� even when the dimension is restricted� methods
for �nding local solutions seem to �nd global solutions� thereby commending this formulation of
the distance matrix completion problem� The resulting ability to solve distance matrix completion
problems computationally may be quite valuable when the problem arises in a context in which
numerical precision is limited� it also provides an exploratory tool to researchers who are interested
in developing formal characterizations�

Before setting it aside� we brie'y exploit the elegance of the graph�theoretic approach� We begin
by restricting attention to symmetric partial matrices whose entries are nonnegative real numbers
and whose diagonal entries vanish� Associated with each such matrix is a �nite undirected graph�
Each vertex of the graph is identi�ed with a point in the hypothesized con�guration and each pair
of vertices is connected by an edge if and only if the matrix speci�es the distance between their
corresponding points� �We also de�ne the length of the edge to be the speci�ed distance� but that
need not concern us now�� Then the graph is connected if there is a path of edges that connects
each pair of vertices� and the matrix is connected if its corresponding graph is� It is obvious that
a partial matrix can be completed to a distance matrix if and only if each connected subset of its
associated graph speci�es a partial matrix that can be completed to a distance matrix� Therefore�
without loss of generality� we will restrict attention to connected partial matrices�

In Section  we summarize some important results from classical distance geometry and metric
multidimensional scaling� We exploit these results in Section � and pose the distance matrix
completion problem as an optimization problem� In Section � we discuss a reformulation of our
optimization problem and some methods available for solving it� The theoretical framework that
we describe was established by Trosset ����� our notation is intended to facilitate comparison with
that report� Section � presents some examples and Section � concludes�

� Embedding

We begin by introducing the embedding problem of classical distance geometry� More detailed
discussions of the material in this section� together with historical references� were provided by





Mardia� Kent and Bibby �
� and by Trosset ���� ���� Some of the same material was exploited by
Johnson and Tarazaga �	� to establish certain connections between the real positive semide�nite
and distance matrix completion problems� �Note� however� that their D is our D �D��

First� we identify matrices that might be distance matrices�

De�nition � A hollow matrix is a square matrix whose diagonal elements vanish�

De�nition � A dissimilarity matrix is a symmetric hollow matrix with nonnegative elements�

Let Cn denote the closed convex cone of n � n dissimilarity matrices� Let m � n�n � ��
 and let

� � ��i�j� � � � � � �imjm�
� � �m ���

denote the subdiagonal entries of � � Cn� Evidently� Cn can be identi�ed with the nonnegative
orthant of �m�

We now turn to the objects of our investigation�

De�nition � A p�dimensional Euclidean distance matrix is an n � n matrix D � �dij � for which
there exist x�� � � � � xn � �

p such that dij � kxi � xjk�

Let Dn�p� denote the closed cone of n � n p�dimensional distance matrices� We will store the
coordinates of the con	guration x�� � � � � xn in the rows of the n � p con	guration matrix X and
write D � D�X��

It is evident that Dn�p� � Cn� i�e� that distance matrices are necessarily dissimilarity matrices�
The embedding problem is to determine under what conditions the converse implication holds�
Formally stated� given �� � Cn and p � f�� � � � � � ng� the embedding problem is to determine if
�� � Dn�p��

The following solution to the embedding problem is well�known� Let $n�p� denote the positive
semide�nite matrices of rank � p� For any n � n matrix A� let

��A� � �
�
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where In denotes the n� n identity matrix and �n denotes the n�vector of ones� Let � denote the
Hadamard product of matrices� Then

Theorem � �� � Dn�p� if and only if B� � ���� ���� � $n�p�� Furthermore� if B� � $n�p��
then the factorization B� � XX � produces an n� p con	guration matrix X for which D�X� � ���

Our approach to the completion problem depends on restating the embedding problem� Con�
sider the optimization problem

minimize kB � ���� ����k�F

subject to B � $n�p��
��

where k 
 kF denotes the Frobenius norm� In light of the previous discussion� �� � Dn�p� if and
only if the global minimum of Problem �� equals zero�

For future use� we note the following well�known solution of Problem ���

�



Theorem � Let �� 	 
 
 
 	 �n denote the eigenvalues of B
� � ��������� let % � diag���� � � � � �n��

and let Q%Q� be the spectral decomposition of B�� Let &�i � max��i� �� for i � �� � � � � p and &�i � �
for i � p " �� � � � � n� Let &% � diag�&��� � � � � &�p�� Then B� � Q&%Q� is a global minimizer of Problem

� and the global minimum is
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where � and 	 denote the continuously di�erentiable functions ��t� � t�I�������t� and 	�t� � t��

� Completion

Informally� a partial dissimilarity matrix �� is a dissimilarity matrix with one or more missing
elements� More rigorously� we identify a partial dissimilarity matrix with a subset of Cn�

Suppose that the subdiagonal elements of �� have been indexed so that elements

i�j�� � � � � im�kjm�k

are known and elements
im�k	�jm�k	�� � � � � imjm

are unknown� Then

Cn��
�� �

n
� � Cn � �i�j� � ��i�j� � � � � � �im�kjm�k � ��im�kjm�k

o

is the set of all dissimilarity matrices that complete ��� Formally� we identify the  partial dissim�
ilarity matrix! �� with this set�

We can now formally state the distance matrix completion problem� Given Cn��
�� and p �

f�� � � � � � ng� the completion problem is to determine if Cn����  Dn�p� is nonempty� Using the
results of the preceding section� Cn��

��Dn�p� is nonempty if and only if the optimization problem

minimize kB � ��� ���k�F

subject to B � $n�p��
� � Cn��

��

���

has a global minimum of zero� Our approach to the completion problem will be to develop e�cient
algorithms for solving Problem ����

It is apparent that Problem ��� is a special case of a corresponding problem in which each
subdiagonal element of � is allowed to vary subject to �possibly in�nite� bound constraints� Letting
�L and �U denote the speci�ed bound constraints� de�ne

Cn��
L��U� �

n
� � Cn � � � �Lij � �ij � �Uij � "�

o
�

For the completion problem� either �Lij � �ij � �Uij �the ij element is known� or �Lij � � and �Uij � "�
�the ij element is unknown�� Thus� the optimization problem to be investigated in this report is

minimize kB � ��� ���k�F

subject to B � $n�p��
� � Cn��

L��U��

���

�



Finally� because it su�ces to consider partial dissimilarity matrices with connected graphs�
when attempting to solve the completion problem it is always possible to derive an upper bound
on each unknown element of ��� �For example� the length of a missing edge between two vertices
in the graph of �� cannot exceed the sum of the lengths of the known edges along the path that
connects the vertices if the completion is to be a distance matrix�� Hence� in Problem ���� it su�ces
to restrict attention to the case of �nite upper bounds �Uij � i�e� to assume that �U � Cn� In this

case� the set Cn��
L��U� of feasible � is both closed and bounded� hence compact�

� Optimization

It now becomes helpful to reparametrize Problem ���� Because

� � Cn��
L��U�

if and only if
� �� � Cn��

L ��L��U ��U ��

we can rewrite Problem ��� as

minimize kB � ����k�F

subject to B � $n�p�
� � Cn��

L ��L��U ��U��

���

thereby dispensing with the Hadamard product in the objective function� With this parametriza�
tion� it will be convenient henceforth to denote the �� ��� of previous sections by ���

Consider any sequence f�Bk��k�g that is feasible for Problem ���� Because the set Cn��L �
�L��U ��U� is bounded� the sequence f���k�g must be bounded� Hence� if kBkkF � �� then
kBk � ���k�k�F ��� We summarize this observation in

Lemma � Problem 
�� has the in	nity property�

The in�nity property often plays a crucial role in the theory of optimization� In the present
context� it has two important consequences�

Corollary � For any �� � Cn��
L ��L��U ��U�� the level set

Lp��
�� �

n
� � Cn��

L ��L��U ��U� � Fp � ���� � Fp � ���
��
o

is bounded�

Corollary � There exists B� � $n�p� and �� � Cn��L��L��U ��U� such that kB�������k�F �
kB � ����k�F for all B � $n�p� and � � Cn��

L ��L��U ��U ��

Corollary � is Assumption � in ����� Corollary  is equivalent to the statement that the Euclidean
distance between the closed set $n�p� and the convex closed set

T � fT � ���� � � � Cn��
L ��L��U ��U ��

is attained�

�



Problem ��� is a special case of a class of optimization problems studied by Trosset ����� who
showed that it can be formulated as

minimize Fp � ����

subject to � � Cn��
L ��L��U ��U��

���

This formulation exploits ��� to reduce Problem ��� to a problem that involves only the dissimilarity
variables� See Parks ���� and Trosset ���� for a careful discussion of variable reduction methods
for solving nonlinear programs� See Trosset ���� for a closely related application to nonmetric
multidimensional scaling�

Identifying � with its subdiagonal elements � as in ���� we can rewrite Problem ��� as

minimize Fp � ����

subject to
�
�Lk

��
� �k �

�
�Uk

��
�

�	�

a nonlinear program with simple bound constraints� When p � n� i�e� when the dimension of the
space in which a con�guartion is to be constructed is unrestricted� then Problem �	� is convex�

Given a dissimilarity matrix �� let T � ���� have eigenvalues ���T � 	 
 
 
 	 �n�T �� Let
B��T � denote a solution of Problem �� and let S � B��T �� T � Trosset ���� demonstrated that
the objective function Fp � � is continuously di�erentiable at � unless �p�T � � �p	��T � 	 � and
di�erentiated it with respect to the subdiagonal elements of ��

�

��ikjk
F � ���� �



n�
S		 �



n
�Sik	 " Sjk	� " Sikjk � �
�

where we sum over indices denoted by "�
For solving more general problems of which Problem �	� is an example� Trosset ���� suggested

a gradient projection method� Here� because Problem �	� involves only simple bound constraints�
more sophisticated second�order methods are available� For the numerical experiments reported
in Section �� we used a trust�region method for bound�constrained optimization developed by Gay
�� �� and implemented in the S�PLUS function nlminb ����� E�orts to develop e�cient interior�point
methods for solving Problem �	� are currently in progress�

� Examples

In this section we apply the approach of the previous sections to some numerical examples� Our
experiments illustrate the diverse applications of our approach and also reveal some of its limita�
tions�

We begin by inquiring if the partial dissimilarity matrix

�
BBBBBBB�

� � � � � �
� � � # � #
� � � � # �
� # � � � #
� � # � � �
� # � # � �

�
CCCCCCCA

can be completed to a p�dimensional distance matrix for p � � �� From the triangle inequality� it
is easily deduced that each of the missing entries must lie in the interval ��� �� for a completion to

�



be possible� Hence� letting

� �

�
BBBBBBB�
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 �� 
 �� 


 � � �� � ��

�� � � � �� �

 �� � � � ��

�� � �� � � �

 �� � �� � �

�
CCCCCCCA
�

we can formulate the completion problem� in the manner of Problem �	�� as�

minimize Fp � ����

subject to � � �� � ���
� � �� � ���
� � �� � ���
� � �� � ���

����

We attempted to solve Problem ���� using the S�PLUS function nlminb� using analytic gradients
computed from �
� and starting from the upper bounds� For p � � after k � �� iterations the
algorithm converged to

�k � �������	�� �	�
�	� ��������� �	�
�	��

with an objective function value of F� � ���
k� � 	�������� In light of the stringency of the conver�

gence tolerances that we speci�ed� this objective function value is de�nitively nonzero� To try to
ascertain whether or not this value is the global minimum� we drew ten more starting points from
a uniform distribution on the feasible region� ��� ���� and started nlminb from each of them with
even more stringent convergence tolerances� In each case� the sequence of objective function values
converged to the same number� This suggests that no �dimensional completion exists� which is in
fact the case� It also suggests that local searches are likely to �nd global solutions�

We then performed the same experiments with p � �� Starting from the upper bounds� after
k � � iterations nlminb converged to

�k � ����	��	�� �	����	
� ������ �	����	
��

with an objective function value of F� � ���k� � ���
	�� � ����� This suggests that the global
minimum is zero� in which case a ��dimensional completion does exist� technically� however� we
are unable to distinguish this possibility from the possibility that the global minimum is a very
small but strictly positive number� in which case a ��dimensional completion does not exist� The
ten more stringent searches from random starting points yielded a maximum terminal value of
���	���� ������ which certainly strengthens the case that the global minimum is zero� Again� it
also suggests that local searches are likely to �nd global solutions�

In fact� for p � �� a global minimizer is

�� � ��	� �	� �� �	��

with an objective function value of F� � ����� � �� Hence� a ��dimensional completion does exist�
It is interesting to compare the magnitude of

k�k � ��k
�
� ���� ����

with the magnitude of
jF� � ���

k�� F� � ���
��j

�
� ��	� �����

�



Evidently� extremely small values of the objective function are required to recover good approx�
imations of the true squared distances� This suggests that the objective function has very little
curvature near solutions and hence that e�cient algorithms will require accurate second�order in�
formation�

We also investigated an example that was designed to evoke problems in which one attempts
to infer molecular conformation from information about a molecule�s interatomic distances� Our
approach is similar to the the Data Box Algorithm of Glunt� Hayden� and Raydan ���� however�
as discussed by Trosset ���� ��� we use a di�erent objective function and a di�erent optimization
strategy� The following example is intentionally arti�cial� as molecular conformation problems have
considerable structure that is beyond the scope of this report� E�orts to apply the methods of this
report to such problems are currently in progress�

We began by drawing n � � points in �� from a uniform distribution on ��� ������� ������ ��� For
each pair of points such that dij � kxi� xjk � �� we  measured! dij by adding error drawn from a
uniform distribution on ����� ���� then rounding to two decimal places� the remaining measurements
were declared to be missing� This procedure resulted in a � � � partial dissimilarity matrix ��

with �
� subdiagonal entries� �� of which were missing� Given ��� our goal was to reconstruct the
original ��dimensional con�guration of points�

For each dij � we introduced a corresponding disparity variable �ij � It is evident that the maximal
error introduced by measurement was ����� hence� for measured dij the upper and lower bounds
on the corresponding �ij were taken to be ��ij � ����� It is also evident that the missing dij � and
hence the corresponding �ij � must lie in ��� ��� Then� upon replacing both the disparities and the
bounds with their respective squares� the problem of constructing a ��dimensional con�guration
can be formulated in the manner of Problem �	��

Again� we attempted to solve this problem using the S�PLUS function nlminb with analytic
gradients� For the measured dij � the corresponding disparities were started from the measured
values� for the missing dij � the corresponding disparities were started from the upper bounds�
Using the same convergence tolerances as for the previous examples� after k � �
� iterations
the algorithm converged with an objective function value of F� � ���

k� � 	�	��	�� ����� With
additional iterations the value of the objective function can be lowered further� using the more
stringent convergence criteria� we obtained F � ������� � ��	������ ����� This is an improvement�
but it is evident that a great many iterations will be required to solve large problems accurately�
Thus� our methods are most appropriately applied to problems for which approximate solutions
are deemed adequate�

� Discussion

Johnson and Tarazaga �	� remarked that  we do not have de�nitive general algorithms in the
case of �the distance matrix completion problem� and would like to have them�! We conclude by
considering to what extent the algorithms described herein ful�ll that desire�

The most obvious limitation of the numerical optimization approach is that it does not de�ni�
tively  solve! the distance matrix completion problem� in Johnson�s and Tarazaga�s �	� sense of
providing a �nite decision rule that correctly answers  yes! or  no! to the question of whether or
not the partial dissimilarity matrix �� can be completed to a distance matrix� As the examples in
Section � reveal� concerns about global optimization �in the case of restricted dimension�� conver�
gence and numerical precision make it di�cult to decide de�nitively whether or not completion is
possible� Thus� our approach is best suited to problems for which approximate answers will su�ce�

In practice� we may want to do more than merely ascertain whether or not �� can be completed

	



to a distance matrix�if a completion does exist� then typically we want to �nd it� Although the
numerical optimization approach is not de�nitive in the sense of Johnson and Tarazaga �	�� it is
constructive in the sense that it produces a sequence of dissimilarity matrices that converges to a
completion�

Beyond its ability to construct �approximate� completions� the compelling advantage of the
numerical optimization approach is its generality� First� graph�theoretic characterizations of com�
pletability have usually supposed that it has already been determined that the partial dissimilarity
matrix �� is a partial distance matrix� i�e� a matrix such that every complete principal submatrix
is a distance matrix� Our approach requires no such veri�cation� which may be quite expensive for
large problems�

Second� graph�theoretic characterizations of completability have not addressed problems that
restrict the dimension of the con�guration X for which D�X� completes ��� Our approach easily
incorporates this restriction� which is crucial in such important applications as molecular confor�
mation� The price that we pay for this generality is a loss of convexity� which means that we are
not assured that methods for �nding local solutions will necessarily �nd global solutions� However�
the results in Section � suggest that local methods often do �nd global solutions�

Third� graph�theoretic characterizations of completability have supposed that the known ele�
ments of the partial dissimilarity matrix �� are �xed� whereas our approach allows these elements to
vary subject to bound constraints� Such variation is natural when �� is obtained by measurement�
as in molecular conformation problems�

Finally� Johnson and Tarazaga �	� have noted that graph�theoretic approaches to the distance
matrix and positive semide�nite completion problems are closely related yet substantially di�erent�
In contrast� the numerical optimization approach to distance matrix completion is trivially modi�ed
for positive semide�nite completion by the simple device of discarding the linear mapping � and
minimizing F� directly�

In conclusion� we regard the numerical optimization approach to distance matrix completion
as complementary to� rather than competitive with� the graph�theoretic characterizations of com�
pletability obtained by other researchers� Each approach has its respective strengths and weak�
nesses�
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